
Breath
work
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belly breathing

lay down with back and legs straight

one hand on chest one on belly

close eyes

notice belly fill up and come down

place toy on belly - rest hands on toy

breath mindfully
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Counting breath

Breath in deeply count one

Breath out- count two

Breath in count three

Breath out count four

Continue to 10
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Four Four Four

Breath in for 4

Hold the breath for 4

Breath out for 4

Continue 4 times
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Alternate breath

cover right nostril with right thumb

Breath into left nostril and Pause

Cover left nostril right forth finger -release thumb

Breath out of right nostril and Pause

Breath in right nostril and pause

Cover right nostril with right thumb release forth finger

Breath our left nostril
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Blowing bubbles

Deep breath in nostrils for 4

Hold breath for count of 4

Blow bubbles fro count of 6
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Straws

Take a deep breath in nostrils count to 5

Blow through straw

Try blowing- pom poms, rice, water,
feathers
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Squeezy toy

Hold squeezy toy in palms of hands

Cup hands and squeeze as you
breath in

Release hands as you breath out
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Parachute breathe

Stand in circle

Lift parachute and breath in for count to 3

Lower parachute and exhale count of 3

Take turn to lay under parachute
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Expanding ball

Use a hoberman sphere

Expand ball and breath in

Close ball and exhale slowly

5 rounds
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Mirror fogging

Look into your eyes

Inhale in nostrils for 4

Exhale from mouth for 6

Observe fog after 3 rounds
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Bunny breath

Awakening

Sit on shins

Tuck in chin and breath in 3 quick sniffs

Long exhales through nose

5 rounds
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Lion breath

Squat on heels- hands on knees

Inhale through nose

Stick tongue out

Exhale a loud roar
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Fish breath

Breath in nose and fill belly and chest

Puff out cheeks like a fish with mouth closed

Slowly exhale using short bursts through
mouth

4 rounds
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Elephant Breath

Stand feet apart back straight

interlace fingers and dangle arms between bent knees
to make a trunk

Inhale and raise arms above the head

Exhale and swing arms back down

3 rounds
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Dog Breath

Deep breath in nostrils

Open mouth tongue out resting on bottom lip

Pant for 30 seconds

Close mouth breathe in and out for 15 seconds

repeat
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Bear breath- calming

Sit on floor crossed legged

Close eyes and breath in nose for 5

Pause for 3

Breath out nose for 5

Pause for 3
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Snake breath

Breath in noticing belly inflating

Hiss out exhaling though mouth

Relax shoulders

Take a deep breath and repeat
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Heat ball

Rub palms together until you feel heat

Take 5 breathes through your nose while you do this

Close your eyes and feel a ball of heat in your hands

Take a breathe holding your ball of heat

Take your hands to your shoulders and feel the heat
as you take another breath here
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Magic breath

Sit up tall

Hands on lap

Left hand up and right hands down - holding hands
with yourself. Hold hands by belly button

Inhale - as breathe enters lungs increase grip on hands

Hold breath for 5 seconds

Exhale slowly making sure belly falls

Hold breath for 5

Repeat and swap hands
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Bee Breath

thumbs closing ears.

Middle finger and index finger over closed eyes

Little fingers held under nostril to feel breath entering and
leaving nose

Breathe in for 5

RELAX JAW

'mmmmm' as you exhale

Repeat 5 times
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Shape Breath

Look around and find a
shape

Breath in and out as you
trace the edges following
the outline of the shape
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Heart Beat

Lay on belly

Sink into mat and let go

Listen to your ear and you should hear your heart

Breath in for 6 beats

Hold for 2

Breathe ot of nose for 8
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Spiral Breath

Follow the spiral line with your eye
gaze exhaling half way when
prompted

REPEAT 5 TO 10 TIMES

Close eyes and visualise the spiral

Repeat 5 more times
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humming

Happy hum

Slightly open mouth

Relax face.

Inhale through nose - think of a song

Exhale and hum your favourite tune
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Box breathe

Visualize a box as you breathe in through the nose
for a slow count of 4

Breathe out through the nose for a count of 4

Hold breath

Repeat
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Circle / bubble reading

large bubble = big breath in and out

Small bubble = shallow breath in and out

Follow a pattern presented eg.

ooo ooo ooo ooo
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5 finger breathing

trace around fingers with cotton ball
or feather

or

Trace with finger up -breath in

Trace down and breath out
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Sleepy Eight breathing

Place finger in the middle

Breath in slowly to trace one loop

Breath out and trace the lower loop
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Hot chocolate

Cup hands breath in to smell

Breath out

Breath in and

Blow through mouth to cool

Breath in and

Breath out a long 'mmmm'
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Balloon breath

Imagine blowing up a balloon

Cup hands to mouth

Exhale from mouth

Breath in through nose

Expand hands to show balloon getting bigger with every inhale
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Breathe work is one of the tools we can use for regularly
regulating. By working with breath regular you can let
increasing pressure out , so children never reach full and
overload

Practicing regularly as part of our recovery curriculum ;
when the child is calm ensures breath becomes a tool they
are confident to use and more likely to turn to
independently when feeling over overwhelmed. as part of
their zones of regulation

It can release nitric oxide which lowers blood pressure and
increases oxytocin which increases feelings of well-being
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